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Black pearl wow farming

2 November 2019 Hey there forum. Vintage Vet of WoW Classic/WotLK and new player to Warmane. Enjoy it so far, but I've hit a small at night... Black Pearls. I know that they dropped out of Big Mouth Clams and I was to WoWHead and researched how to get them too. The problem is, the Big Mouths
don't just fall Zesty Clam Meat for me. They also fall Tangy and sometimes Giant. Most of the time Zesty, but the other meat also falls. I had bees non-stop in Tanaris for 2 days now and I just got 1 Black Pearl (and no other Pearls. These things are also supposed to drop Small, Iridescent and Golden. So
here's my Q... Why are the clams falling things that aren't on their spoils tables? And why are the pearls so rare? Do other players have this problem or is it just a problem I'm experiencing? Please, any information will be welcome! Thank you. November 3, 2019 I pearls in Azshara. I farmed nagas for
about 30-45 minutes, 3-4 black pearls, 2-3 golden pearls and some iridescent children dropped. (Ice Crown Server). This is the best place to place pearls, according to the wowhead comments/guides. Simply browse for your screenshot using the form below. Screen shots containing UI elements are
generally denied in sight, the same applies to screenshots of the model viewer or character selection screen. The higher the quality the better! Please review our screenshot guidelines before submitting! Simply enter the URL of the video in the form below. Contribute you do not have sufficient privileges.
You must sign in with your forum account (or Sign in if you are not yet registered). LeftLinksCompareCompareFind upgrades... Find Upgrades... Please keep in mind when posting comments: Your comments should be in English or it will be removed. Uncertain how to post? Check out our handy guide!
Please post questions on our forums for faster answers. You may want to prove-read your comments before they do it. Simply browse for your screenshot using the form below. In-game screenshots are preferred about model-viewer-generated children. The higher the quality the better! Make sure to read
the tips &amp; tricks if you haven't before. Simply enter the URL of the video in the form below. What is the best way to obtain black pearl ? are large mouth clams working as intended ? I mean they contain black pearl ? Edited by Tiridra on 2014-03-18 21:51:03Yes, they do. I needed one black pearl
yesterday, and I got it by killing nagas in Azshara. The drop rate of clams is low, but it drops, don't worry. And I think the best way to get black pearls is to fish something somewhere, but I don't really know what and where, you can google that one. Cheers! Go to Feralas, south of the island where the
Alliance base is, go in and out of the naga cave. Have fun grinding your little levels. thx guys. Just wanted to as clams work, because I remember I saw someone who reported a few clams had mixed up drops. In a way that they drop things out of different clams. I ploned more than 200 large mouth clams
and no drop. It's definitely mistaken. It's not faulted, just a very low droprate on the pearls I had mine when I needed one on the night ass in STV, was looking not even looking for one and like the 3nd clam that declined one Try to grind for more after I was that one, but after 3 days I gave up and did not
have a second one edited by Cornelia on 2015-09-22 18:44:47I knowing this thread is old, but people keep asking about black premises grinding spots so I decided to share something good for me. It's by far my favorite black pearl grinding place. It is located in Azshara, I have it on this map: It is made of
three parts: 1) Beach 2) Outer Circle 3) Inside if your level is high enough to quickly kill all gangs you can use all three parts at once so you don't have to wait for respopawn. If you're around lvl 55-60 choose one of them. Here's a short description to help you choose a route: 1) This route is the weakest in
my opinion. I would only choose it if I had to wait for gangs to re-save. 2) I will recommend this route to each character that is close to 55+ level range and want to earn some extra money. The gangs are likely to repawn before reaching your starting point + it has a treasure trove in a middle with pretty cool
reserve timer (This mostly with gangs). That treasure trove contains mostly recipes and green items. 3) This place is not as good as previous one, but it's still cool. The interior is built from two floors, so you can go up if you run out of gangs, clear it and go back. This guy looks like higher clam drop rate



than nagas and murloc gangs in this area: One day when I farmed I had 4 black pearl in an hour (I wasn't as happy during the next faming session so if you can't find something good just a break and come back later). Try this place and let me know if it's good for you. Good good with farming! :) It's hard,
but it definitely drops. I took mine after killing more than a hundred tortoises on the Hinterlands coast. Just go up and down kill every tortoise you see and it will eventually fall from one of their clams. Killing them with a skinner for extra profit, the rough ladder sells very well. To post you should be logged
into threats of violence. We take this seriously and will warn the right authorities. Posts with personal information about other players. These include physical addresses, email addresses, telephone numbers and inappropriate photos and/or videos. Harassment or discriminatory language. It won't be
tolerated. Click here to view the Forum's Code of Conduct. Hey guys, new Yscrown + WOTLK player Drop black pearls out of large mouth clams?? I spent a solid 2+ hour farming clams on the coast of swamp swamp last night sad and must have opened 100's of them. I have about 22 iridescent pearls
and 5 golden pearls, but 0 black children. I start to think you can't even get them out of big mouth clams, or maybe I'm just really unhappy. I just need 1 to make my enchanting stick and I can't afford to spend 300-400g for a single black pearl on the AH... any advice on how I can make it to myself? Thanks
to pre-Add to List... View in 3DLinks Simply browse for your screenshot using the below form. Screen shots containing UI elements are generally denied in sight, the same applies to screenshots of the model viewer or character selection screen. The higher the quality the better! Please review our
screenshot guidelines before submitting! Simply enter the URL of the video in the form below. Below.
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